eleven year old lily has a secret when summer brings conniving tinny bridges to town lily must be on her guard with this perceptive newcomer or risk having her secret revealed a small town girl with a big secret follows in the footsteps of her heroine nancy drew compelling and as accessible as dicamillo s because of winn dixie the horn book eleven year old lily has a passion for nancy drew stories and a secret she is keeping from those she loves when summer brings lying stealing sneaky tinny bridges to town lily must be on her guard with this perceptive newcomer or risk having her secret revealed but tinny won t leave lily alone she takes candy from the general store and blames lily she tries to steal lily s friends and even her father s affection then tinny goes missing and only watchful mystery loving lily has any idea what happened to her but for lily finding tinny means confronting her hidden past written with clarity and fine attention to craft list an evocative debut novel one part memory one part mystery and a generous dose of atmosphere make this the kind of satisfying read that summer reading is all about school library journal a meditative picture book about the power of reading and how one child can change the world from 1 bestselling author andrea beaty one girl one spark faint and fading in the dark flicker flicker flicker glow tiny ember burning low inspired by the global movement to empower girls through education this lyrical story tells of one small girl who reads a book that lights a spark she shares what she learns with her class and the spark grows the girl is then moved to write her own story which she shares with girls around the globe and it ignites a spark in them lighting up the whole world this heartwarming and moving narrative shows how books and education can inspire change and how one child can make a huge difference an eminently stylish tale from the creators of ada twist scientist the 1 new york times bestseller that s now a netflix series publishers weekly in a three story house with a shop down below lived the world s finest hat maker madame chapeau like the lady herself all her hats were refined brilliantly singular one of a kind so begins the tale of a lonely hat maker who matches customers to the perfect hat but lacks her own perfect match in life once a year on her birthday madame chapeau ventures out in her favorite bonnet to dinner this time a crow snatches her hat and flies away mon dieu as she chases the crow through the streets of paris a baker a policeman a cowboy and others offer her their own hats to wear none of them are quite right though until one special little girl offers her a hat knitted with love and her best birthday wish from the bestselling team behind iggy peck architect and rosie revere engineer comes this delightful and very stylish story about love community and friendship with some fancy hats thrown in for good measure beaty carries the bounces and lilts to the very last page roberts colorful exaggerated hats many of which are modeled on real designs whimsically adorn the multicultural parisian public the underlying suggestion that no one is as alone as they believe is lovely enough but the fun of reading this aloud elevates it even more kirkus reviews the newest picture book from the creators of iggy peck architect rosie revere engineer and ada twist scientist stars sofia valdez a community leader who stands up for what she believes in every morning abuelo walks sofia to school until one day when abuelo hurts his ankle at a local landfill and he can no longer do so sofia misses her abuelo and wonders what she can do about the dangerous mount trashmore then she gets an idea the town can turn the slimy mess into a park she brainstorms and plans and finally works up the courage to go to city hall only to be told by a clerk that she can t build a park because she s just a kid sofia is down but not out she sets out to prove what one kid can do collect them all add these other stem favorites from 1 new york times bestselling team andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today rosie revere engineer iggy peck architect ada twist scientist rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists iggy peck s big project book for amazing architects rosie revere s big project book for bold engineers questioneers family calendar a 1 new york times bestseller a wall street journal bestseller a usa today bestseller the creators of iggy peck architect rosie revere engineer and ada twist scientist stars sofia valdez a community leader who stands up for what she believes in every morning abuelo walks sofia to school until one day when abuelo hurts his ankle at a local landfill and he can no longer do so sofia misses her abuelo and wonders what she can do about the dangerous mount trashmore then she gets an idea the town can turn the slimy mess into a park she brainstorms and plans and finally works up the courage to go to city hall only to be told by a clerk that she can t build a park because she s just a kid sofia is down but not out she sets out to prove what one kid can do collect them all add these other stem favorites from 1 new york times bestselling team andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today rosie revere engineer iggy peck architect ada twist scientist rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists iggy peck s big project book for amazing architects rosie revere s big project book for bold engineers questioneers family calendar a 1 new york times bestseller a wall street journal bestseller a usa today bestseller the creators of iggy peck architect rosie revere engineer and ada twist scientist are back with a story about the power of curiosity in the hands of a child who is on a mission to use science to understand her world ada twist scientist from powerhouse team andrea beaty and david roberts is a celebration of stem perseverance and passion like her classmates builder iggy and inventor rosie scientist ada a character of color has a boundless imagination and has always been hopelessly curious why are there pointy things stuck to a rose why are there hairs growing inside your nose when her house fills with a horrific toe curling smell ada knows it s up to her to find the source what would you do with a problem like this not afraid of failure ada embarks on a fact finding mission and conducts scientific experiments all in the name of discovery but this time her experiments lead to even more stink and get her into trouble inspired by real life makers such as ada lovelace and marie curie ada twist scientist champions girl power and women scientists and brings welcome diversity to picture books about girls in science touching on themes of never giving up and problem solving ada comes to learn that her questions might not always lead to answers but rather to more questions she may never find the source of the stink but with a supportive family and the space to figure it out she ll be able to feed her curiosity in the ways a young scientist should iggy peck and rosie revere have earned their places among the most beloved children s characters and they have inspired countless kids and adults to follow their dreams and passions now
readers just how loved they are: i love you like yellow, i love you like green like flowery orchid and sweet tangerine love comes in many forms it can feel tart as lemonade or sweet as sugar cookies slow as a lazy morning or fast as a relay race love is there through it all the large and small moments the good times and bad and at the end of the day love settles us down to bed with a hug and kiss goodnight with charming rhyming text from bestselling author andreia beatty and lush heartwarming illustrations by bestselling illustrator vashti harrison i love you like yellow celebrates the unconditional love that pulses through life's profound and everyday moments and the people who make them so special this bear hug of a picture book features a true diversity of characters harrison brings a vibrant palette loving care and a tight focus to these tableau viewers are right there with the families witnessing their moments together the horn book magazine new york times bestseller rosie may seem quiet during the day but at night she's a brilliant inventor of gizmos and gadgets who dreams of becoming a great engineer when her great great aunt rosey the riveter comes for a visit and mentions her one unfinished goal to fly rosie sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt's dream come true but when her contraption doesn't fly but rather hovers for a moment and then crashes rosie deems the invention a failure on the contrary aunt rosie insists that rosie's contraption was a raging success you can only truly fail she explains if you quit from the powerhouse author illustrator team of iggy peck architect comes rosie revere engineer another charming witty picture book about believing in yourself and pursuing your passion ada twist scientist the companion picture book featuring the next kid from iggy peck's class is available in september 2016 xml namespace prefix o ns urn schemas microsoft com office office praise for rosie revere engineer comically detailed mixed media illustrations that keep the mood light and emphasize rosie's creativity at every turn publishers weekly the detritus of rosie's collections is fascinating from broken dolls and stuffed animals to nails tools pencils old lamps and possibly an erector set and cheddar cheese spray kirkus reviews this celebration of creativity and perseverance is told through rhyming text which gives momentum and steady pacing to a story consistent with the celebration of its heroine rosie she's an imaginative thinker who hides her light under a bushel well really the bed after being laughed at for one of her inventions booklist award 2013 parents choice award gold 2014 amelia bloomer project list readboston's best read aloud book ada twist and the disappearing dogs is the fifth story in author andreia beatty and illustrator david roberts new york times bestselling questioneers chapter book series following ada twist the star of the netflix tv show blue river creek has a problem there's a pet thief on the loose or at least sofia and iggy are convinced that there is once their pets go missing but as a scientist ada knows it's important not to jump to conclusions and to follow the facts how to find out what really happened to the town's pets by using the scientific method of course through making a hypothesis collecting data and experimenting the questioneers must find the missing animals before even more pets disappear check out all the books in the questioneers series the questioneers book series iggy peck architect rosie revere engineer ada twist scientist sofia valdez future prez aaron slater illustrator lila greer teacher of the year the questioneers chapter book series rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants iggy peck and the mysterious mansion sofia valdez and the vanishing vote ada twist and the disappearing dogs aaron slater and the sneaky snake questioneers the why files series exploring flight all about plants the science of baking bug bonanza rockin robots questioneers ada twist scientist series ghost busted show me the bunny ada twist scientist brainstorm book 5 minute ada twist scientist stories the questioneers big project book series iggy peck s big project book for bold engineers ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists sofia valdez s big project book for awesome activists aaron slater s big project book for astonishing artists an uplifting story about the power of art finding your voice and telling your story even when you're out of step with your peers from the 1 bestselling creators of sofia valdez future prez and ada twist scientist aaron slater loves listening to stories and dreams of one day writing them herself but when it comes to reading the letters just look like squiggles to him and it soon becomes clear he struggles more than his peers when his teacher asks each child in the class to write a story aaron can't get a single word down he is sure his dream of being a storyteller is out of reach until inspiration strikes and aaron finds a way to spin a tale in a way that is uniquely his printed with a dyslexia friendly font aaron slater illustrator tells the empowering story of a boy with dyslexia who discovers that his learning disability may inform who he is but it does not define who he is and that there are many ways to be a gifted communicator follow iggy peck rosie revere ada twist sofia valdez and aaron slater on all of their adventures add the picture books chapter books and activity books starring the questioneers by andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today a bump on his knee a class full of sniffles a principal with foot odor and not a doctor to be found ted knows it is time to become doctor ted what else is a bear to do in this ebook with audio readers will enjoy ted's imaginative and adorable efforts to realize his medical ambitions when the sun begins to rise it's time for baby ghosting to sleep but sleeping is hard when your head is filled with scary thoughts of human children all of the elements of a classic good night story are turned on their heads as mama comforts her ghostling with thoughts of owls and bats and monsters young children will delight in seeing their bedtime rituals turned upside down with gentle humor and glowing illustrations in the hues of dawn this ebook with audio is a lullaby that any child ghost or human will enjoy robbie darko is a magician an old school pull a rabbit out of your hat style magician robbie loves magic and he's good at it sort of despite his best efforts passion and practice something always goes wrong with his tricks landing robbie in trouble enter crotchety grandma melvyn who calls everyone trixie and complains about everything when grandma melvyn moves in and takes over his room robbie discovers that she was once an internationally renowned magician and learns about the heartache that turned her into a bitter woman against all odds robbie and grandma
melvyn form an uneasy alliance to show the world or at least the kids of hobson elementary school that he is a true magician shortly after a successful talent show grandma melvyn performs a final disappearing act and robbie learns a little about the true meaning of magic written with pitch perfect middle grade humor and unforgettable characters this gem of a novel will stay with readers long after dorko the magnificent has taken his final bow the way ada twist will help her fellow young scientists solve mysteries big and small and show how the powerful impact of scientific research is felt all around us do you ask questions is why your favorite word do you like to search for answers and conduct experiments then you re a scientist just like ada twist and this book is for you here young scientists have the opportunity to explore all of ada s favorite sciences from botany to astronomy to chemistry and everything in between they ll create experiments follow the scientific method and learn to look more closely at the world around them track the phases of the moon build an aquascope grow plants in your own garden watch decomposition at work record weather changes observe a chemical reaction design a vehicle powered by renewable energy and much more for any parent who wants stem science technology engineering and math to be fun for their girl or boy this book is packed with experiments and activities designed to inspire children to be excited about science school and learning with more than 40 things to invent draw and make featuring art from the beloved new york times bestselling picture book rosie revere engineer this activity book contains kid friendly projects of all kinds and is the perfect gift for curious young readers soon enough children will be engineering whizzes just like rosie and along the way she ll reassure them that failure flops mess ups and cross outs are part of the process do you like to make things dream up gadgets to improve your life and the lives of others then you are ready to join rosie revere and become a great engineer build a solar oven make a simple catapult design a better bicycle collect engineer s treasure and much more engineering is persevering and this book is the perfect place for trying out crossing out and trying again there is no better way to introduce would be engineers to science and engineering than with their new best friend rosie it s fun for them and a great way for parents who want to get their kids excited about stem science technology engineering math in school and now you can follow rosie s further adventures with her friend iggy peck and ada twist in the instant new york times bestseller rosie revere and the raucous riveters a chapter book starring the questioneers don t miss these stem favorites rosie revere engineer iggy peck architect ada twist scientist iggy peck architect ada twist scientist iggy peck s big project book for amazing architects rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists farmer mcfitt s mischievous sheep have escaped who wants to stay on the farm when they could be shot out of a cannon at the circus or go surfing at the beach they even pose as art in a museum can farmer mcfitt round up this rowdy bunch in time for a wooly surprise this rollicking rhyming read aloud will become a favorite counting and bedtime book for parents and kids bill mayer s energetic expressive sheep are adorably silly and his pictures are chock full of hilarious details kids will love from new york times bestselling author andrea beaty and new york times bestselling illustrator vashii harrison a sweet and playful bedtime book that reminds young readers just how loved they are in board book a loved one tells the young reader how they love them like yellow like green like flowery orchid like sweet tangerine following a diverse array of children and their families families who come in all shapes and sizes the book showcases the smallest but sometimes most special moments of the day from going to a garden to playing pretend pirates eating some crunchy chips and lemonade and rushing to get ready in the morning the narrator lists all the different ways the child is adored until at last the little one settles down for bed with heartfelt rhyming text and stunning illustrations i love you like yellow is like a big hug and kiss from someone you love and a heartfelt story about honoring both the profound and mundane moments of life this book is an authoritative examination of summer learning loss featuring original contributions by scholars and practitioners at the forefront of the movement to understand and stem the summer slide the contributors provide an up to date account of what research has to say about summer learning loss the conditions in low income children s homes and communities that impede learning over the summer months and best practices in summer programming with lessons on how to strengthen program evaluations the authors also show how information on program costs can be combined with student outcome data to inform future planning and establish program cost effectiveness this book will help policymakers school administrators and teachers in their efforts to close academic achievement gaps and improve outcomes for all students book features empirical research on summer learning loss and efforts to counteract it original contributions by leading authorities practical guidance on best practices for implementing and evaluating strong summer programs recommendations for using program evaluations more effectively to inform policy contributors emily ackman allison atteberry catherine augustine janice aurini amy bohnert geoffrey d borman claudia buchmann judy b cheatham barbara condiffe dennis j condron scott davies douglas downey ema fonseca linda goetez kathryn grant amy heard michelle k hosp james s kim heather marshall jennifer mccombs andrew mceachin dorothy mcleod joseph j merryl emily milne aaron m pallas sarah pitcock alex schmidt marc l stein paul von hippel thomas g white doris terry williams nicole zarrett a comprehensive look at what s known about summer s impact on learning and achievement it s a wake up call to policymakers and educators alike jane stoddard williams chair horizons national provides the reader with everything they didn t know about summer learning loss and also provides information on everything we do know about eliminating summer learning loss do your school a favor and read this book and then act upon what you have learned richard allington university of tennessee an empowering hands on look at activism and the democratic process featuring the newest questioneers series sofia valdez sofia valdez get inspired to make a change in this project book from the team behind the bestselling questioneers series sofia valdez will take readers through more than 40 different
activities that are all about activism politics and the governmental process the youngest go getters and change makers will learn what it takes to make a difference in their community from drawing new parks and flags for your town to a history of activism that prompts readers to imagine changes they’d like to see in their communities to a guide on how to contact your elected officials and so much more this project book will appeal to the youngest activists and leaders of tomorrow ted paints his way into trouble and a new friendship in this comic adventure includes audio one morning ted realizes that his room needs a little pizzazz and for that he needs an artist of course when ted can’t find an artist he becomes one ted uses his homemade brush and paints to create a portrait of his mom and spruce up the school hallways until he accidentally hurts the new student’s feelings then once again it’s ted to the rescue as the whole school makes their new friend feel welcome with crisp catchy text from a master wordsmith and bright bold artwork this ebook with audio is a fantastic addition to any young artist’s palette an inspiring hands on book about art creativity and how we see the world featuring the newest questioneer aaron slater make art of all sorts in this project book from the team behind the bestselling questioneers series aaron slater shows readers how art is everywhere in our world from the famous paintings and photographs that we know so well to places you may not think about like on stamps or coins and encourages them to see activities will help to spark creativity encourage curiosity and show some of the traits most important to being an artist being observant being persistent and being flexible from coloring pages to drawing prompts to instructions on how to make your own puppet show and so much more this project book encourages and uplifts the youngest artists and the creators of tomorrow burning toast a sizzling sidewalk volcanoes erupting at a science fair danger lurks everywhere and not a firefighter to be found ted knows it’s time to become firefighter ted it’s the least a helpful bear can do in this ebook with audio the adorable ted takes on an important job with imaginative flair zookeeper fred loves snakes but his favorite is a tiny green snake named vern vern is sneaky and constantly tries to hide in fred’s lunch when vern gets loose in the zoo and lands atop a boy’s head it’s trouble when rosie revere’s uncle ned gets a little carried away wearing his famous helium pants it’s up to ada and friends to chase him down as uncle ned floats farther and farther away ada starts asking lots of questions how high can a balloon float i when rosie’s beloved aunt rose and her pals the raucous riveters a gaggle of fun loving gals who built airplanes during world war ii need her help it’s up to rosie to save the day will rosie be able to invent a contraption to help one of the rivete miss lila greer announces it’s time for grade two to get a class pet and she wants the kids to participate in choosing which one after all they will all have to share the responsibility of caring for it the class narrows it down to two options tanna spends her days in the company of gentle giants a new addition to the bestselling questioneers chapter book series starring aaron slater illustrator zookeeper fred loves snakes but his favorite is a tiny green snake named vern vern is sneaky and constantly tries to hide in fred’s lunch when vern gets loose in the zoo and lands atop a boy’s head it’s trouble a few citizens demand that all the snakes must go and the mayor closes the zoo until the city council decides what to do is vern a menace are the snakes a danger to society or a valuable resource for everyone who gets to decide the questioneers need all their talents to help zookeeper fred but in the end it’s aaron slater’s art which leads the way iggy peck is totally blown away when ada twist’s aunt bernice inherits an old house everyone says the house is haunted and it seems that a number of priceless antiques which were supposed to help aunt bernice pay for the house’s upkeep have gone missing it’s up to ada and friends to chase him down as uncle ned floats farther and farther away ada starts asking lots of questions how high can a balloon float it’s possible for uncle ned to float into outer space and what’s the best plan for getting him down in this new chapter book ada must rely on her curious mind her brave spirit and her best pals rosie revere and iggy peck to solve a mystery in her own backyard this must have collectible boxed set includes four of the beloved new york times bestselling questioneers chapter books three cheers for the questioneers celebrate stem the power of perseverance and standing up for what you believe in this 4 book boxed set includes rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants iggy peck and the mysterious mansion and sofia valdez and the vanishing vote follow iggy peck rosie revere ada twist sofia valdez and aaron slater on all of their adventures add the picture books chapter books and activity books starring the questioneers by andreia beaty and david roberts to your family library today summer bridge explorations prepares your kindergarten graduate for first grade through progressive lessons and project based summer learning this dynamic workbook strengthens cross curricular skills with a focus on beginning math phonics and handwriting summer bridge explorations keeps the learning going with this dynamic series students entering grades 1 to 4 prepare for the new year through project based learning grade level workbooks are divided into three progressive sections one for each month of summer and each of these sections is built around a theme based activity that connects real world learning with summer fun you will apply new skills in fun ways all while enjoying everything summer has to offer lessons and activities span the curriculum supporting growth in math reading writing social studies science and the arts give your soon to be first grader a head start on their upcoming school year with summer bridge activities bridging grades k 1 with daily 15 minute exercises kids can review rhyming and counting and learn new skills like telling time and writing complete sentences this workbook series prevents summer learning loss and paves the way to a successful new school year and this is no average workbook summer bridge activities keeps the fun and the sun in summer break designed to prevent a summer learning gap and keep kids mentally and physically active the hands on exercises
can be done anywhere these standards based activities help kids set goals develop character practice fitness and explore the outdoors with 12 weeks of creative learning summer bridge activities keeps skills sharp all summer long 40 things to create draw and make featuring art from the beloved new york times bestselling picture book iggy peck architect this activity book contains kid friendly projects of all kinds and is perfect for young builders and creators with a focus on real world problems this book shows kids how architects help shape and support strong communities with tons of space to sketch out plans kids will soon be building a dream along with iggy peck learn how to imagine a brand new cityscape invent energy saving gizmos design a dwelling on mars draw a gargyle build a bridge of marshmallows and spaghetti and much more and now you can follow iggy s further adventures with his friends rosie revere and ada twist in the instant new york times bestseller rosie revere and the raucous riveters an all new chapter book starring the questioneers collect them all add these other stem favorites from 1 new york times bestselling team andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today rosie revere engineer ada twist scientist iggy peck architect rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists rosie revere s big project book for bold engineers you loved the bestselling picture books starring rosie revere ada twist and iggy peck now you can follow the questioneers further adventures in all new chapter books don t miss the first instant new york times bestselling volume rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants ada must rely on her curious mind her brave spirit and her best pals rosie revere and iggy peck to solve a mystery in her own backyard ada twist is full of questions a scientist to her very core ada asks why again and again one question always leads to another until she s off on a journey of discovery when rosie revere s uncle ned gets a little carried away wearing his famous helium pants it s up to ada and friends to chase him down as uncle ned floats farther and farther away ada starts asking lots of questions how high can a balloon float is it possible for uncle ned to float into outer space and what s the best plan for getting him down collect them all add these other stem favorites from 1 new york times bestselling team andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today rosie revere engineer ada twist scientist iggy peck architect rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists iggy peck s big project book for amazing architects rosie revere s big project book for bold engineers also available the questioneers family calendar 8 2019 12 2020 wall calendar isbn 978 1 4197 3067 2

**Cicada Summer 2008-05-01**

eleven year old lily has a secret when summer brings conniving tinny bridges to town lily must be on her guard with this perceptive newcomer or risk having her secret revealed

**Secrets of the Cicada Summer 2011-01-14**

a small town girl with a big secret follows in the footsteps of her heroine nancy drew compelling and as accessible as dicamillo s because of winn dixie the horn book eleven year old lily has a passion for nancy drew stories and a secret she is keeping from those she loves when summer brings lying stealing sneaky tinny bridges to town lily must be on her guard with this perceptive newcomer or risk having her secret revealed but tinny won t leave lily alone she takes candy from the general store and blames lily she tries to steal lily s friends and even her father s affection then tinny goes missing and only watchful mystery loving lily has any idea what happened to her but for lily finding tinny means confronting her hidden past written with clarity and fine attention to craft booklist an evocative debut novel one part memory one part mystery and a generous dose of atmosphere make this the kind of satisfying read that summer reading is all about school library journal

**One Girl 2020-10-06**
a meditative picture book about the power of reading and how one child can change the world. Inspired by the global movement to empower girls through education, this lyrical story tells of a small girl who reads a book that lights a spark. She shares what she learns with her class and the spark grows. The girl is then moved to write her own story, which she shares with girls around the globe, igniting a spark in them. Lighting up the whole world, this heartwarming and moving narrative shows how books and education can inspire change and how one child can make a huge difference.

Happy Birthday, Madame Chapeau 2014-09-02

an eminently stylish tale from the creators of Ada Twist, Scientist. The New York Times bestseller that's now a Netflix series. Publishers Weekly: In a three-story house with a shop down below lived the world's finest hat maker, Madame Chapeau. Like the lady herself, all her hats were refined, brilliantly singular. One of a kind. So begins the tale of a lonely hat maker who matches customers to the perfect hat but lacks her own perfect match in life. Once a year on her birthday, Madame Chapeau ventures out in her favorite bonnet to dinner. This time a crow snatches her hat and flies away. As she chases the crow through the streets of Paris, a baker, a policeman, and others offer her their own hats to wear. None of them are quite right. Until one special little girl offers her a hat knitted with love and her best birthday wish. This delightful and very stylish story about love, community, and friendship with some fancy hats thrown in for good measure! Beatty carries the bounces and lilts to the very last page. Roberts' colorful, exaggerated hats, many of which are modeled on real designs, whimsically adorn the multicultural, Parisian public. The underlying suggestion that no one is as alone as they believe is lovely enough, but the fun of reading this aloud elevates it even more. Kirkus Reviews

Sofia Valdez, Future Prez 2019-11-05

the newest picture book from the creators of Iggy Peck, Architect. Rosie Revere, Engineer stars Sofia Valdez, a community leader who stands up for what she believes in. Every morning, Abuelo walks Sofia to school. Until one day when Abuelo hurts his ankle at a local landfill and can no longer do so. Sofia misses her Abuelo and wonders what she can do about the dangerous Mount Trashmore. Then she gets an idea: the town can turn the slimy mess into a park. She brainstorms and plans and finally works up the courage to go to City Hall. Only to be told by a clerk that she can't build a park because she's just a kid. Sofia is down but not out. And she sets out to prove what one kid can do. Collect them all: Add these other STEM favorites from 1 New York Times bestselling team Andrea Beaty and David Roberts to your family library today. Rosie Revere, Engineer, Iggy Peck, Architect, Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters, Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants, Ada Twist, Big Project Book for Stellar Scientists, Iggy Peck, Big Project Book for Amazing Architects, Rosie Revere, Big Project Book for Bold Engineers. Questioners family calendar

Ada Twist, Scientist 2016-09-06
a 1 new york times bestseller a wall street journal bestseller a usa today bestseller the creators of the new york times bestselling picture books rosie revere engineer and iggy peck architect are
back with a story about the power of curiosity in the hands of a child who is on a mission to use science to understand her world ada twist scientist from powerhouse team andrea beaty and david
roberts is a celebration of stem perseverance and passion like her classmates builder iggy and inventor rosie scientist ada a character of color has a boundless imagination and has always been
hopelessly curious why are there pointy things stuck to a rose why are there hairs growing inside your nose when her house fills with a horrific toe curling smell ada knows it s up to her to find the
source what would you do with a problem like this not afraid of failure ada embarks on a fact finding mission and conducts scientific experiments all in the name of discovery but this time her
experiments lead to even more stink and get her into trouble inspired by real life makers such as ada lovelace and marie curie ada twist scientist champions girl power and women scientists and
brings welcome diversity to picture books about girls in science touching on themes of never giving up and problem solving ada comes to learn that her questions might not always lead to answers
but rather to more questions she may never find the source of the stink but with a supportive family and the space to figure it out she ll be able to feed her curiosity in the ways a young scientist
should iggy peck and rosie revere have earned their places among the most beloved children s characters and they have inspired countless kids and adults to follow their dreams and passions now
in her own charming and witty picture book determined ada twist with her boundless curiosity for science and love of the question why is destined to join these two favorites the book is the
perfect tool to remind both young girls and women that they have the intelligence and perseverance to achieve their dreams

Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters 2018-10-02

new york times bestseller now a netflix series plenty of affection creativity and raucous older ladies to make readers smile kirkus reviews a positive portrayal of diverse kids engaging in various
arts and sciences booklist from the 1 new york times bestselling team andrea beaty and david roberts who created ada twist scientist and iggy peck architect comes a spirited story full of adventure
friendship and science this is a unique and exciting series of children s chapter books for children parents and teachers who want to make stem science technology engineering and math fun rosie
revere is no stranger to flops and fails kerfuffles and catastrophes after all engineering is all about perseverance but this time rosie has a really important project to tackle one that feels much
bigger than herself rosie s beloved aunt rose and her friends the raucous riveters a group of fun loving gals who built airplanes during world war ii need help inventing something new and rosie is
just the engineer for the job after one flop then another and another rosie starts to lose hope but thanks to some help from her fellow questioneers iggy peck and ada twist rosie gets the job done
and along with the riveters rosie rediscovers the meaning of home collect the whole series rosie revere and the raucous riveters the questioneers book 1 ada twist and the perilous pantaloons the
questioneers book 2 iggy peck and the mysterious mansion the questioneers book 3 sofia valdez and the vanishing vote the questioneers book 4 ada twist and the disappearing dogs the
questioneers book 5 aaron slater and the sneaky snake the questioneers book 6

Iggy Peck, Architect 2016-02-01

a hilarious irreverent book about doing your own thing meet iggy peck creative independent and not afraid to express himself in the spirit of david shannon s no david and rosemary wells s noisy
nora iggy peck will delight readers looking for irreverent inspired fun iggy has one passion building his parents are proud of his fabulous creations though they re sometimes surprised by his
materials who could forget the tower he built of dirty diapers when his second grade teacher declares her dislike of architecture iggy faces a challenge he loves building too much to give it up with
andrea beaty s irresistible rhyming text and david roberts s puckish illustrations this book will charm creative kids everywhere and amuse their sometimes bewildered parents also from the
powerhouse author illustrator team of iggy peck architect is rosie revere engineer a charming witty picture book about believing in yourself and pursuing your passion ada twist scientist the
The Schnoz of Doom 2016-03-08

When film loving twins Joules and Kevin Rockman left summer camp, they thought their days of fighting evil bunnies from outer space were over. Surely there won't be rabbits bent on world domination at their school, right? Wrong! Luckily, these bunnies are in for a surprise.

Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants 2019-04-16

You loved the bestselling picture books starring Rosie Revere, Ada Twist, and Iggy Peck. Now you can follow the questioneers further adventures in all new chapter books. Don't miss the first instant New York Times bestseller volume. Rosie Revere and Iggy Peck solve a mystery in her own backyard. Ada asks why again and again, one question always leads to another. Until she sets off on a journey of discovery. When Rosie revere's uncle Ned gets a little carried away wearing his famous helium pants, it's up to Ada and friends to chase him down as uncle Ned floats farther and farther away. Ada starts asking lots of questions: How high can a balloon float? Is it possible for uncle Ned to float into outer space? And what's the best plan for getting him down? Collect them all! Add these other STEM favorites from the New York Times bestselling team Andrea Beaty and David Roberts to your family library today.

Lila Greer, Teacher of the Year 2023-11-07

Lila Greer teacher of the year is a moving story starring the questioneers teacher that's all about kindness, learning to face your fears, and the profound difference that one brilliant educator can make in a child's life. From author Andrea Beaty and illustrator David Roberts, the New York Times bestselling creators of Aaron Slater, illustrator and Ada Twist, scientist. Lila Greer is full of worries—big and small—filled with dread and what-ifs. But when her family makes a big change moving to a new town, the worry and what-ifs only grow. What if things go wrong? What if no one likes her at first? Lila feels right to be worried in her new home. Everything is strange, the new kids, the new smells. Lila feels alone and invisible, but there's one person who sees her: her teacher Ms. Kern. Through some creativity, blackboard erasers, and most of all kindness, Ms. Kern finds a way to make Lila feel welcome and open to new experiences—a lesson that will resonate with Lila long after second grade. Follow Iggy Peck, Rosie Revere, Ada Twist, Sofia Valdez, Aaron Slater, and Lila Greer on all of their adventures. Add the picture books, chapter books, and activity books starring the questioneers to your family library today.
I Love You Like Yellow 2022-03-29

from the new york times bestselling creators author andrea beaty and illustrator vashti harrison a sweet and playful bedtime book that reminds young readers just how loved they are i love you like yellow i love you like green like flowery orchid and sweet tangerine love comes in many forms it can feel tart as lemonade or sweet as sugar cookies slow as a lazy morning or fast as a relay race love is there through it all the large and small moments the good times and bad and at the end of the day love settles us down to bed with a hug and kiss goodnight with charming rhyming text from bestselling author andrea beaty and lush heartwarming illustrations by bestselling illustrator vashti harrison i love you like yellow celebrates the unconditional love that pulses through life s profound and everyday moments and the people who make them so special this bear hug of a picture book features a true diversity of characters harrison brings a vibrant palette loving care and a tight focus to these tableau viewers are right there with the families witnessing their moments together the horn book magazine

Rosie Revere, Engineer 2013-09-03

new york times bestseller rosie may seem quiet during the day but at night she s a brilliant inventor of gizmos and gadgets who dreams of becoming a great engineer when her great great aunt rose the riveter comes for a visit and mentions her one unfinished goal to fly rosie sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt s dream come true but when her contraption doesn t fly but rather hovers for a moment and then crashes rosie deems the invention a failure on the contrary aunt rose insists that rosie s contraption was a raging success you can only truly fail she explains if you quit from the powerhouse author illustrator team of iggy peck architect comes rosie revere engineer another charming witty picture book about believing in yourself and pursuing your passion ada twist scientist the companion picture book featuring the next kid from iggy peck s class is available in september 2016 xml namespace prefix o ns urn schemas microsoft com office office praise for rosie revere engineer comically detailed mixed media illustrations that keep the mood light and emphasize rosie s creativity at every turn publishers weekly the detritus of rosie s collections is fascinating from broken dolls and stuffed animals to nails tools pencils old lamps and possibly an erector set and cheddar cheese spray kirkus reviews this celebration of creativity and perseverance is told through rhyming text which gives momentum and steady pacing to a story consistent with the celebration of its heroine rosie she s an imaginative thinker who hides her light under a bushel well really the bed after being laughed at for one of her inventions booklist award 2013 parents choice award gold 2014 amelia bloomer project list readboston s best read aloud book

Ada Twist and the Disappearing Dogs 2022-05-17
ada twist and the disappearing dogs is the fifth story in author andrea beaty and illustrator david roberts's new york times bestselling questioneers chapter book series following ada twist the star of the netflix tv show blue river creek has a problem there's a pet thief on the loose or at least sofia and iggy are convinced that there is once their pets go missing but as a scientist ada knows it's important not to jump to conclusions and to follow the facts how will they find out what really happened to the town's pets by using the scientific method of course through making a hypothesis collecting data and experimentation the questioneers must find the missing animals before even more pets disappear check out all the books in the questioneers series the questioneers picture book series iggy peck architect rosie revere engineer ada twist scientist sofia valdez future prez aaron slater illustrator lila greer teacher of the year the questioneers chapter book series rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants iggy peck and the mysterious mansion sofia valdez and the vanishing vote ada twist and the disappearing dogs aaron slater and the sneaky snake questioneers the why files series exploring flight all about plants the science of baking bug bonanza rockin robots questioneers ada twist scientist series ghost busted show me the bunny ada twist scientist brainstorm book 5 minute ada twist scientist stories the questioneers big project book series iggy peck s big project book for amazing architects rosie revere s big project book for bold engineers ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists sofia valdez s big project book for awesome activists aaron slater s big project book for astonishing artists

Aaron Slater, Illustrator 2021-11-02

an uplifting story about the power of art finding your voice and telling your story even when you're out of step with your peers from the 1 bestselling creators of sofia valdez future prez and ada twist scientist aaron slater loves listening to stories and dreams of one day writing them himself but when it comes to reading the letters just look like squiggles to him and it soon becomes clear he struggles more than his peers when his teacher asks each child in the class to write a story aaron can't get a single word down he is sure his dream of being a storyteller is out of reach until inspiration strikes and aaron finds a way to spin a tale in a way that is uniquely his printed with a dyslexia friendly font aaron slater illustrator tells the empowering story of a boy with dyslexia who discovers that his learning disability may inform who he is but it does not define who he is and that there are many ways to be a gifted communicator follow iggy peck rosie revere ada twist sofia valdez and aaron slater on all of their adventures add the picture books chapter books and activity books starring the questioneers by andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today

Doctor Ted 2012-06-26

a bump on his knee a class full of sniffles a principal with foot odor and not a doctor to be found ted knows it is time to become doctor ted what else is a bear to do in this ebook with audio readers will enjoy ted's imaginative and adorable efforts to realize his medical ambitions

Hush, Baby Ghostling 2012-08-07

when the sun begins to rise it's time for baby ghostling to sleep but sleeping is hard when your head is filled with scary thoughts of human children all of the elements of a classic good night story are turned on their heads as mama comforts her ghostling with thoughts of owls and bats and monsters young children will delight in seeing their bedtime rituals turned upside down with gentle
humor and glowing illustrations in the hues of dawn this ebook with audio is a lullaby that any child ghost or human will enjoy

**Dorko the Magnificent 2013-04-02**

robbie darko is a magician an old school pull a rabbit out of your hat style magician robbie loves magic and he s good at it sort of despite his best efforts passion and practice something always goes wrong with his tricks landing robbie in trouble enter crotchety grandma melvyn who calls everyone trixie and complains about everything when grandma melvyn moves in and takes over his room robbie discovers that she was once an internationally renowned magician and learns about the heartache that turned her into a bitter woman against all odds robbie and grandma melvyn form an uneasy alliance to show the world or at least the kids of hobson elementary school that he is a true magician shortly after a successful talent show grandma melvyn performs a final disappearing act and robbie learns a little about the true meaning of magic written with pitch perfect middle grade humor and unforgettable characters this gem of a novel will stay with readers long after dorko the magnificent has taken his final bow

**Ada Twist's Big Project Book for Stellar Scientists 2018-04-24**

along the way ada twist will help her fellow young scientists solve mysteries big and small and show how the powerful impact of scientific research is felt all around us do you ask questions is why your favorite word do you like to search for answers and conduct experiments then you re a scientist just like ada twist and this book is for you here young scientists have the opportunity to explore all of ada s favorite sciences from botany to astronomy to chemistry and everything in between they ll create experiments follow the scientific method and learn to look more closely at the world around them track the phases of the moon build an aquascope grow plants in your own garden watch decomposition at work record weather changes observe a chemical reaction design a vehicle powered by renewable energy and much more for any parent who wants stem science technology engineering and math to be fun for their girl or boy this book is packed with experiments and activities designed to inspire children to be excited about science school and learning

**Rosie Revere's Big Project Book for Bold Engineers 2017-04-04**

with more than 40 things to invent draw and make featuring art from the beloved new york times bestselling picture book rosie revere engineer this activity book contains kid friendly projects of all kinds and is the perfect gift for curious young readers soon enough children will be engineering whizzes just like rosie and along the way she ll reassure them that failure flops mess ups and cross outs are part of the process do you like to make things dream up gadgets to improve your life and the lives of others then you are ready to join rosie revere and become a great engineer build a solar oven make a simple catapult design a better bicycle collect engineer s treasure and much more engineering is persevering and this book is the perfect place for trying out crossing out and trying again there is no better way to introduce would be engineers to science and engineering than with their new best friend rosie it s fun for them and a great way for parents who want to get their kids excited about stem science technology engineering math in school and now you can follow rosie s further adventures with her friends iggy peck and ada twist in the instant new york times bestseller rosie revere and the raucous riveters a chapter book starring the questioneers don t miss these stem favorites rosie revere engineer iggy peck architect ada twist scientist iggy peck s
big project book for amazing architects rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants ada twist s big project book for stellar scientists

Hide and Sheep 2011-05-03

farmer mcfit’s mischievous sheep have escaped who wants to stay on the farm when they could be shot out of a cannon at the circus or go surfing at the beach they even pose as art in a museum can farmer mcfit round up this rowdy bunch in time for a wooly surprise this rollicking rhyming read aloud will become a favorite counting and bedtime book for parents and kids bill mayer s energetic expressive sheep are adorably silly and his pictures are chock full of hilarious details kids will love

I Love You Like Yellow 2024-04-02

from new york times bestselling author andrea beaty and new york times bestselling illustrator vashti harrison a sweet and playful bedtime book that reminds young readers just how loved they are now in board book a loved one tells the young reader how they love them like yellow like green like flowery orchid like sweet tangerine following a diverse array of children and their families who come in all shapes and sizes the book showcases the smallest but sometimes most special moments of the day from going to a garden to playing pretend pirates eating some crunchy chips and lemonade and rushing to get ready in the morning the narrator lists all the different ways the child is adored until at last the little one settles down for bed with heartfelt rhyming text and stunning illustrations i love you like yellow is like a big hug and kiss from someone you love and a heartfelt story about honoring both the profound and mundane moments of life

The Summer Slide 2016

this book is an authoritative examination of summer learning loss featuring original contributions by scholars and practitioners at the forefront of the movement to understand and stem the summer slide the contributors provide an up to date account of what research has to say about summer learning loss the conditions in low income children s homes and communities that impede learning over the summer months and best practices in summer programming with lessons on how to strengthen program evaluations the authors also show how information on program costs can be combined with student outcome data to inform future planning and establish program cost effectiveness this book will help policymakers school administrators and teachers in their efforts to close academic achievement gaps and improve outcomes for all students book features empirical research on summer learning loss and efforts to counteract it original contributions by leading authorities practical guidance on best practices for implementing and evaluating strong summer programs recommendations for using program evaluations more effectively to inform policy contributors emily ackman allison atteberry catherine augustine janice aurini amy bohnert geoffrey d borman claudia buchmann judy b cheatham barbara condliffe dennis j condron scott davies douglas downey ean fonseca linda goetze kathryn grant amy heard michelle k hosp james s kim heather marshall jennifer mccombs andrew meachin dorothy mcleod joseph j merrill milne aaron m pallas sarah pitcock alex schmidt marc l stein paul von hippel thomas g white doris terry williams nicole zarrett a comprehensive look at what s known about summer s impact on learning and achievement it is a wake up call to policymakers and educators alike jane stoddard williams chair horizons national provides the reader with everything they didn t know about summer learning loss and also provides information on everything we do know about eliminating summer learning loss do your school a favor and read this book and then act upon what you have learned
Sofia Valdez's Big Project Book for Awesome Activists 2021-05-04

an empowering hands on look at activism and the democratic process featuring the newest questioneer sofia valdez get inspired to make a change in this project book from the team behind the bestselling questioneers series sofia valdez will take readers through more than 40 different activities that are all about activism politics and the governmental process the youngest go getters and change makers will learn what it takes to make a difference in their community from drawing new parks and flags for your town to a history of activism that prompts readers to imagine changes they d like to see in their communities to a guide on how to contact your elected officials and so much more this project book will appeal to the youngest activists and leaders of tomorrow

Artist Ted 2012-06-26

ted paints his way into trouble and a new friendship in this comic adventure includes audio one morning ted realizes that his room needs a little pizzazz and for that he needs an artist of course when ted can t find an artist he becomes one ted uses his homemade brush and paints to create a portrait of his mom and spruce up the school hallways until he accidentally hurts the new student s feelings then once again it s ted to the rescue as the whole school makes their new friend feel welcome with crisp catchy text from a master wordsmith and bright bold artwork this ebook with audio is a fantastic addition to any young artist s palette

Aaron Slater's Big Project Book for Astonishing Artists 2022-10-25

an inspiring hands on book about art creativity and how we see the world featuring the newest questioneer aaron slater make art of all sorts in this project book from the team behind the bestselling questioneers series aaron slater shows readers how art is everywhere in our world from the famous paintings and photographs that we know so well to places you may not think as much about like on stamps or coins and encourages them to make art of their own based on what they see activities will help to spark creativity encourage curiosity and show some of the traits most important to being an artist being observant being persistent and being flexible from coloring pages to drawing prompts to instructions on how to make your very own puppet show and so much more this project book encourages and uplifts the youngest artists and the creators of tomorrow

Firefighter Ted 2012-06-26
burning toast a sizzling sidewalk volcanoes erupting at a science fair danger lurks everywhere and not a firefighter to be found ted knows it is time to become firefighter ted it s the least a helpful bear can do in this ebook with audio the adorable ted takes on an important job with imaginative flair

**Aaron Slater and the Sneaky Snake 2023-05-02**

zookeeper fred loves snakes but his favorite is a tiny green snake named vern vern is sneaky and constantly tries to hide in fred s lunch when vern gets loose in the zoo and lands atop a boy s head it s trouble

**Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants 2019-04-16**

when rosie revere s uncle ned gets a little carried away wearing his famous helium pants it s up to ada and friends to chase him down as uncle ned floats farther and farther away ada starts asking lots of questions how high can a balloon float i

**Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters 2018-10-02**

when rosie s beloved aunt rose and her pals the raucous riveters a gaggle of fun loving gals who built airplanes during world war ii need her help it s up to rosie to save the day will rosie be able to invent a contraption to help one of the rivete

**Sofia Valdez and the Vanishing Vote 2020-10-06**

miss lila greer announces it s time for grade two to get a class pet and she wants the kids to participate in choosing which one after all they will all have to share the responsibility of caring for it the class narrows it down to two options t

**When Giants Come to Play 2006-09-01**
Anna spends her days in the company of gentle giants

**Aaron Slater and the Sneaky Snake (the Questioneers Book #6) 2023-05-02**

A new addition to the bestselling questioneers chapter book series starring aaron slater illustrator zookeeper fred loves snakes but his favorite is a tiny green snake named vern vern is sneaky and constantly tries to hide in fred s lunch when vern gets loose in the zoo and lands atop a boy s head it s trouble a few citizens demand that all the snakes must go and the mayor closes the zoo until the city council decides what to do is vern a menace are the snakes a danger to society or a valuable resource for everyone who gets to decide the questioneers need all their talents to help zookeeper fred but in the end it s aaron s art which leads the way

**Iggy Peck and the Mysterious Mansion 2020-05-12**

Iggy peck is totally blown away when ada twist s aunt bernice inherits an old house everyone says the house is haunted and it seems that a number of priceless antiques which were supposed to help aunt bernice pay for the house s upkeep have gone mi

**Ada Twist and the Perilous Pantaloons (UK Edition) 2019-04-16**

Ada twist is full of questions a scientist to her very core ada asks why again and again one question always leads to another until she s off on a journey of discovery when rosie revere s uncle ned gets a little carried away wearing his famous helium pantaloons it s up to ada and friends to chase him down as uncle ned floats farther and farther away ada starts asking lots of questions how high can a balloon float is it possible for uncle ned to float into outer space and what s the best plan for getting him down in this new chapter book adventure ada must rely on her curious mind her brave spirit and her best pals rosie revere and iggy peck to solve a mystery in her own backyard

**Questioneers Chapter Book Collection 2021-10-19**

This must have collectible boxed set includes four of the beloved new york times bestselling questioneers chapter books three cheers for the questioneers celebrate stem the power of perseverance and standing up for what you believe in with this 4 book boxed set that includes rosie revere and the raucous riveters ada twist and the perilous pants iggy peck and the mysterious mansion and sofia valdez and the vanishing vote follow iggy peck rosie revere ada twist sofia valdez and aaron slater on all of their adventures add the picture books chapter books and activity books starring
the questioneers by andrea beaty and david roberts to your family library today

**Summer Bridge Explorations, Grades K - 1 2015-04-27**

Summer Bridge Explorations prepares your kindergarten graduate for first grade through progressive lessons and project-based summer learning. This dynamic workbook strengthens cross-curricular skills with a focus on beginning math, phonics, and handwriting. Summer Bridge Explorations keeps the learning going with this dynamic series; students entering grades 1 to 4 prepare for the new year through project-based learning. Grade level workbooks are divided into three progressive sections—one for each month of summer—and each of these sections is built around a theme-based activity that connects real-world learning with summer fun. Your child will apply new skills in fun ways all while enjoying everything summer has to offer. Lessons and activities span the curriculum, supporting growth in math, reading, writing, social studies, science, and the arts.

**Summer Bridge Activities, Grades K - 1 2015-01-15**

give your soon-to-be first grader a head start on their upcoming school year with Summer Bridge Activities! Bridging grades K-1 with daily 15-minute exercises, kids can review rhyming and counting and learn new skills like telling time and writing complete sentences. This workbook series prevents summer learning loss and paves the way to a successful new school year. This is no average workbook—Summer Bridge Activities keeps the fun and the sun in summer break! Designed to prevent a summer learning gap and keep kids mentally and physically active, the hands-on exercises can be done anywhere. These standards-based activities help kids set goals, develop character, practice fitness, and explore the outdoors with 12 weeks of creative learning. Summer Bridge Activities keeps skills sharp all summer long.

**Iggy Peck's Big Project Book for Amazing Architects 2017-08-15**

40 things to create, draw, and make featuring art from the beloved New York Times bestselling picture book Iggy Peck, Architect. This activity book contains kid-friendly projects of all kinds and is perfect for young builders and creators with a focus on real-world problems. This book shows kids how architects help shape and support strong communities with tons of space to sketch out plans. Kids will soon be building a dream along with Iggy Peck. Learn how to imagine a brand new cityscape, invent energy-saving gizmos, design a dwelling on Mars, draw a gargoyle, build a bridge of marshmallows and spaghetti, and much more! And now you can follow Iggy’s further adventures with his friends Rosie Revere and Ada Twist in the instant New York Times bestseller Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters. Iggy Peck, Architect Activity Book collects them all! Add these other STEM favorites from the New York Times bestselling team Andrea Beaty and David Roberts to your family library today: Rosie Revere Engineer, Ada Twist Scientist, and Iggy Peck Architect. Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters, Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants, and Iggy Peck’s Big Project Book for Bold Engineers.
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